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LETTER FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Madras... Madras... Madras...

Chairman’s
There can’t be too much doubt about the most important issue facing the Trust
Letter ………1 right now. A quick scan of the Citizen will bring you the latest coruscating

correspondence on the subject. We are acutely aware that increasing numbers

Update: The
New Madras..2 and maybe you, our Members, are becoming heartily sick of the topic – which

has, after all, been rumbling on over the past decade or longer: so much so,
Planning……2 that many would opt for the quiet life and let Fife Council have its way.

Planning
It would be nice to let you off lightly and write about something else, but I
Policy……....3 can’t: it’s far too important a matter for that - one that strikes at the core of the

Trust’s founding principle, to preserve, for the benefit of the public, the
amenities and historic character of St Andrews and its neighbourhood. This
Newsletter and a flyer enclosed with it have some serious messages about the
Finance and
Property…....5 site of the new Madras, and I beg you to give them your full attention.
Environment.4
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If the new school is built on the Council’s chosen site, it will blight the town’s
southern approaches and will add fuel to the threat of urban sprawl far beyond
Pipeland Farm, obliterating the town’s historic and magical landscape setting
for all time, and condemning the town and generations of pupils to unnecessary
transport. Fife Council has to overcome a major obstacle to show it has the
legal right to build on Green Belt land: they have to demonstrate that there is
no viable alternative. That is why they have waged an aggressive campaign
against the North Haugh site, which we favour and which most people agree
would be a far better location for the school, on the “right” side of town for its
users. The Council says it is a “swamp” and that Andrew Melville Hall, close
by, was often waterlogged. Not true: the pond on the site was created when it
was landscaped in the ‘80s (and had to be lined with plastic to keep the water
in it!); Andrew Melville Hall was sometimes flooded – but it was because the
roof and walls leaked and it let in rain water. The Council say that problems on
the North Haugh would result in substantial extra cost; yet they have chosen to
ignore the potentially severe difficulties with Pipeland. Indeed, there has not
yet been a proper survey of Pipeland.
Many, especially parents, seem convinced that Pipeland offers the fastest route
to delivering a new school. Not so. The legal process involved with such a
contentious planning application could delay delivery by years; by contrast, the
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North Haugh is unlikely to encounter significant objections. (It must be remembered that,
following the Government Reporter’s adjudication, the Council, in their own Local Plan,
designated this site for educational purposes.)
Of course I could go on. Suffice it to say that we are making determined efforts to stop the
Council’s Pipeland proposals, and I urge you to take every opportunity to follow suit, and to
persuade your friends to do likewise. In a battle like this, numbers count. We will keep you
posted as to how you can help most.
Despite all this – as you will read in these pages – the Trust’s other activities continue as
usual. The wonderful acquisition, completed last autumn, of the old communal wash house
and drying green adjacent to the Museum garden opens up the possibility of greater space and
new facilities at the Museum, including an extended garden. At the same time, our tenant at
Queen’s Gardens has vacated the room rented from us, and we need to work out how best to
use the office space there. Two committees, one for each location, are working on the
problem and should report in a few months’ time.
Another Committee has been carrying out a strategic review to give us some pointers as
where we should be heading and how we need to be organised over the coming years. Their
draft report makes interesting reading and will soon be debated by Trustees. I hope we can
offer some further news on this and everything else we do at the AGM on Thursday, 16 May.
I very much look forward to seeing you there.
Graham Wynd
Chairman

UPDATE - THE NEW MADRAS
We would like to thank all members who expressed their opposition to Pipeland as the
site for the new Madras College. The Council is now embarking upon the planning stage.
Events to show to the public the council’s outline proposals are being held [8th May, St
Andrews Town Hall (2-8) and 23rd May, Madras Kilrymont Building (4-9)] in the pre
planning application stage. Members living locally are urged to attend one of the Council’s presentations and make strong adverse comments arguing that Pipeland is an unsuitable site. We will return to this issue and seek your support in making well-argued objections when an application for planning permission is lodged. An explanation of the

planning process is included as an inset to this newsletter.

PLANNING REPORT
After the rush of planning work before Christmas, the last few weeks have been relatively
quiet, with most applications being for acceptable repairs, or for work outside the conserva-
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tion area.
Our main concerns have arisen as a result of requests to build inappropriate buildings within
the heart of the conservation area. One is for a private house in a garden on The Scores,
which would represent a complete overdevelopment of the site. There has already been one
application, which was turned down. This application was submitted with an out-dated plan,
and when most of the neighbours whose properties would overlook the site were away.
The major concern so far this year has come from a further proposal to build on the site at the
bottom of West Burn Lane. The Committee is relieved that this application is for private
housing, and not student accommodation, but in every other respect it is very disappointing.
The proposal is for 6 town houses, 4 maisonettes and 4 apartments. The design, materials and
scale are all totally inappropriate to the area, incorporating nearly flat zinc roofs, cantilevered
first floors facing onto the lane, white/yellow clay bricks, large modern windows, and balconies/roof terraces which will look out over the lang riggs to the south of South Street. The
nine blocks will be of 3 and 4 storeys, and they would present a very broken street frontage,
with some coming forwards and others stepping back. The Trust has submitted an objection
and we now await the outcome.
The Trust was delighted to see the application by the university to turn Martyrs Church on
North Street into an annex to the main library. This would appear to be a sensitively designed
rescue for the building.
The owner of Hamilton Hall has submitted a request not to change the shape of some of its
dormers, as was requested by the council. The Trust feels the main problem is the bright
white paint, which makes the dormers stand out in a far too obvious fashion by contrast with
the windows on the lower floors of the building, which are painted a very dark green. It has
therefore submitted a suggestion that the dormers should also be painted this very dark green,
and if not this colour, then a very dark grey should be used to blend with the slates.
Margaret Humfrey
Planning Applications Convener

PLANNING POLICY REPORT
MADRAS COLLEGE REPLACEMENT
Members will by now be familiar with the ongoing debate as to the best location for the new
school. A letter from the Chairman in February encouraged members to say NO to the proposal to build the school at Pipeland, immediately next to the Community Hospital on the
recently established Green Belt. Hopefully many of you responded accordingly and helped to
increase the opposition to a school at this location. We could know the result by the time you
receive this Newsletter. The Trust continues to support the campaign for a site at the North
Haugh to be seriously considered by Fife Council with co operation from the University.
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SINGLE FIFE DEVELOPMENT PLAN
The consultation period for The Main Issues Report in respect of the next local plan,
“FIFEplan” ended on 10th March. The Trust’s responses covered the various issues relevant
to St Andrews including proposals by developers for additional housing sites (including Pipeland!) HMO’s in the town centre, car parking and potential sites for windfarms possibly visible from St Andrews.
APPEALS
The Trust has continued to oppose the following planning applications which were refused by
the Council but now appealed by the applicants.
•
•

Kenly Wind Farm
Wonder Years Nursery and Student Accommodation (at East Sands)

NEW AREA PLANNING COMMITTEE
Fife Council has agreed that local planning decisions will now be determined by a N.E. Planning Committee which will meet separately from the North East Fife Area Committee. All
local councillors will sit on this new committee which will cover the same geographical area
as before. This is the outcome we had hoped for.
Ian McIver
Planning Policy Convener

ENVIRONMENT REPORT
There are only a couple of items to bring to members’ attention in this Newsletter.
The first is the Pride of Place Awards evening, for which we now have a date. This will take
place in the Old Parliament Hall on Thursday September 19th. Our Chairman, Graham
Wynd, and our advisor, Jimmy Macgregor, are working together in finalising plans for this
forthcoming event. Full details will be supplied in our July Newsletter. The guest list will be
compiled by both Jimmy and Graham. However, for your reference, please note that it will be
by invitation.
Apart from being our advisor on the Environment Committee, Jimmy is also President of the
local Rotary Club. He has organised a sponsored walk along the Rob Roy Way, details of
which are below. The proceeds will be used to fund the Pride of Place Awards and other specific projects in St Andrews.
The Rob Roy Way – Wednesday 22nd May - Sunday 26th May
Stage 1 Pitlochry to Aberfeldy
Stage 2 Aberfeldy to Ardtalnaig
Stage 3 Ardtalnaig to Killin

9½ miles Wednesday 22nd May
14 miles
Thursday 23rd May
11½ miles Friday 24th May

N E W S L E T T E R
Stage 4 Killin to Strathyre
Stage 5 Strathyre to Aberfoyle
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12½ miles Saturday 25 May
16 miles
Sunday 26th May

Route Total - 63½ miles
Each section will be led by an experienced guide and the cost of participation will be £10 per
stage or £40 for the whole walk. If required, participants will have to organise their own accommodation. Participants will receive a detailed information sheet giving starting points for
each day etc. and an invitation to the Awards Ceremony. If any member wishes to take part in
the sponsored walk, the form can be downloaded at the official website below:
http://www.rotary-ribi.org/clubs/page.php?PgID=334648&ClubID=53
The second item is the 50th Anniversary of the Trust taking responsibility for the management
of the Boase Wood this year. It seems fitting that the Preservation Trust should celebrate this
event in some way. This will be explored further, in discussion with our Trustees. We hope to
announce our proposal to members, in the next issue of our Newsletter.
Marysia Denyer
Environment Convener

FINANCE AND PROPERTY REPORT
The first months of the year are taken up with the preparation and finalisation of the Annual
Accounts to the previous 31 December. In conjunction with Ian Palfrey of Henderson Black
we have reached the happy position of the Accounts being finalised and being sent to the
printers for incorporation into the Annual Report of the Trustees. I must thank Ian most sincerely for all his help and guidance in this large task, as the accounting requirements to enable
a charity to maintain the charitable status get more complex every year.
The end figure for the year is a trading surplus of £100,396 mainly thanks to an unrestricted
legacy received during the year and the increase in dividend income. After taking into account
the realised and unrealised gains on our investments we have a positive net movement in
funds of £144,805. In addition we have re-valued the property at 136 South Street, giving a
total increase of £338,095.This gives the Trust total funds at 31 December 2012 of £1,021,272
which includes the properties owned by the Trust.
During the year the opportunity came up for the Trust to purchase the former drying green
and wash house adjacent to the museum. The legacy enabled the Trustees to complete the
purchase and consideration is in hand to review the space and facilities at the museum area.
The first months of the year also involve the office in receiving the annual and life subscriptions for 2013. I am pleased to say that many members have already renewed their membership, many by standing order through their bank, but inevitably there are some who have not
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yet renewed. If you have already renewed, many thanks. If you have not yet renewed then
can I please ask you to do so as soon as possible as the subscription income is vital to the annual finances and work of the Trust?
The receipt of the unrestricted legacies prompts me to suggest to members that they consider
that this is something that could be added to the terms of their wills for the future benefit of
the Trust.
Ian Lumsdaine
Finance and Property Convener

FUNDRAISING REPORT
ANNUAL QUIZ NIGHT
The annual Trust Quiz night proved to be a resounding success with twenty-two teams taking
part. Due to increasing the team entry charge from £20 to £24 coupled with a most successful
Raffle, the event yielded a net balance of £589.79 (Raffle £227 Team Entry £524). The 2012
net was £412.78. My thanks go to all who took part and to those who helped with the
organisation, especially Frances who set the questions. The fact that the same team appears to
win each year did not affect the number of entries.
‘WHO LIVED HERE?’: A WALK, TALK AND SUPPER
At the time of going to press, this exciting event on Friday 19th of April 2013 looks like being
a considerable success. The format is a Guided Tour around the old part of Town, stopping
here and there at the homes of notable St Andreans and some of the characters featured in the
Kate Kennedy Procession. Thanks to the agreement and assistance of ‘The Gentlemen of the
Kate Kennedy Club’ and Wendy Quinault, six students are taking part and will be resplendent
in their costumes. In addition, Pat Anthony will represent Mary Queen of Scots and Marysia
Denyer Joan Clark, the last Fisher Woman of the Town and the most recent character to be
represented in the Kate Kennedy procession. Narration is in the hands of the well-known local
thespian Alan Tricker. A full report of this event which commences at 7.00 pm from All
Saints Church Hall, will be included in the next newsletter.
HIDDEN GARDENS 2013
Please make a note in your diaries that our Hidden Gardens event this year will take place on
Sunday 30th of June. We will need as many Trustees and members as possible to lend a hand
selling tickets, setting up and taking down, contributing baking, helping to serve the
refreshments at St Johns’ garden and of course helping at the Museum Garden. If you are able
to help and have not already said so, please contact Janette at the office on 477152 with an
indication of what you are able to do. Helpers will receive a ticket to view the gardens in
return for their time and support.
The HG committee have now met and a number of gardens were considered with the view of
confirming the final list at our next meeting. It was agreed to incorporate the Drying Green
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this year, the Museum HG committee will decide in what way and report back
Andrew Johnson
Fundraising Convener

MEMBERSHIP, PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY REPORT
Thank you to members who have paid their subscriptions for 2013. There are still some members whose membership fees are outstanding. We rely on subscriptions as the backbone of our
income. Can I therefore urge those still to pay their sub for this year to do so by making payment to the administrator, Janette Gillespie, in the office at 4 Queen’s Gardens, KY16 9TA.
Tel 01334 477152.
We again continue to secure a good level of press coverage in both the “Citizen,” and the Fife
edition of the “Courier”. Events covered have included the highly successful exhibition of
work done by the research group of the museum volunteers. This well attended event had
coverage in both newspapers with a photo in the Courier. The same was true of the Annual
Quiz with publicity both before and after the event. Trustee, Marysia Denyer’s photograph of
Chairman, Graham Wynd with the winning “Nae Chance” team featured prominently in the
“Courier”. We also submitted for “Town News” in the Citizen a synopsis of the meetings of
the Board of Trustees for both February and March. The Trust’s strong views opposing the
Fife Council proposal to site the new Madras College at Pipeland Farm have been prominently publicised in both articles and letters to the “Citizen” and the “Courier”.
As regards publications, we are already planning to have two new designs of Christmas cards
for sale later in the year. Meanwhile a number of cards originally produced for previous years
are now being sold at heavily discounted prices from the office and will be on sale at the museum during its summer exhibition which runs from 25th May till 29th September. A new publication is also likely to be on sale in the late summer. Our previous curator, Jennifer Reid, has
written a short history of the museum building at 12 North Street. The museum committee
and this committee have agreed that this is an excellent venture. They have agreed to recommend proceeding with this project once a bibliography has been added and final proof reading
has been undertaken.
Another publication that is being planned will have heavy involvement from our new museum
curator, Samantha Bannerman. Sam has been involved in producing calendars at the Black
Watch Museum in Perth and has considerable knowledge as to how to proceed with such a
project. As well as being attractive to members and, because we have such a large and varied
photographic archive, this should prove a valuable source of income for the Trust. A small
sub-committee, involving the curator, has been set up to bring this project to fruition. There
will, as usual, be a publications stand at the AGM.
We will be seeking maximum publicity for our second annual lecture, likely to be held in October, following the great success of last year’s inaugural event. This will be a double bill
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relating to the founding of the university, 2013 being its 600 anniversary. Dr Frank Quinault
will deliver a lecture on Pope Benedict XIII, Pedro de Luna, who promulgated the bulls leading to the University’s foundation. Dr Barbara Crawford, Director of the Strathmartine Institute, will take as her subject the life of Bishop Henry Wardlaw the founder of the first college,
whose statue is currently being sculpted by David Annand for erection in St Mary’s Quadrangle. We will also be publicising the third Preservation Trust “Pride of Place” awards to be
held on 19th September.
Derek Barrie
Membership, Publications and Publicity Convener

MUSEUM REPORT
Our new Curator, Sam Bannerman’s event made an impressive start in her new post, with the
Research group’s display. This fully justified the extension to 8 days including a coffee morning well patronised by volunteers, trustees and members of the public. The research exhibition
also saw our first Museum DVD displays, which were much appreciated, and these are to be
expanded by Arlen Pardoe to include the research dossiers themselves. Total visitor numbers
were 316 with takings of £313.38. We propose to continue with this next year not least as it
fosters good relations with volunteers.
The research exhibition was followed by our hosting of two STANZA Poetry Festival events:
Leo Norris’s “poetic” wood sculptures (“Out of the wood”) and Carry Ackroyd’s beautiful
lithographs (“Found in the fields”) based on poems by the poet John Clare. The quality of the
events was on a par with some of the best we mount independently. They are to be followed
shortly by the Museum’s own Easter exhibition on ”The St Andrews School: local artists.”
This will be previewed for volunteer helpers on Thursday 28th March before the trustees and
guests’ preview on March 29th.
The Museum Committee’s forward planning has been confirmed with our mentor, Emma
Jane Wells, and the “wish list” requested by the Trust Treasurer has been finalised, to lay
down short, medium and long-term plans for the museum in an order of priority. Where these
plans move into territory that the Andrew Johnson committee is to report on we shall be adjusting them when we learn what is proposed. In the meantime we very much welcome Andrew’s plans to bring the “drying green’, that the Trust recently acquired, into play for this
year’s Hidden Gardens.
We shall be pressing ahead meanwhile with the 2013 accreditation process: an exercise that
has absorbed much of the time of previous curators. We have also set in motion plans for
electronic and digital security for the Museum premises, collections and electronic data, under
the guidance of Arlen. AdLib databasing and the expansion of our website will meanwhile be
a major component of Internet contacts with the outside world.
Plans for the publication of Jennifer Reid’s excellent History of the Museum are being pro-
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gressed by the Publications Committee. Recommendations have also been drafted for encouraging and regulating increased sales of photos from the Museum collections. Museum and the
Johnson committees are also considering improvements in marketing of photos from our collections. The Committee has also approved draft rules encouraging and regulating use of the
Museum premises by groups within or outwith the Trust. The museum remains the home base
for volunteer and other activities, and for servicing our collections, but legitimate external
users are of course welcome on application to the Curator.
The Committee welcomes the inclusion of two trustee Museum Committee members on the
Johnson committee. These, and the presence of Lesley Barrie as secretary should ensure effective communication and liaison over the coming months.
The talks series has continued to be highly successful and plays an important role in motivating a close-knit team of volunteers. A recent talk by Bess Rhodes on “Homes and Houses in
16th century St Andrews” was well attended.
Trustees are reminded that the volunteers are the oxygen of the Museum’s contacts with the
public and maintenance of volunteer morale is a sine qua non of efficient running of the Museum.
The AGM sees the “retirement” of Volunteers Organiser Frances Humphries and Museum
Convenor Prof Sam Taylor. Trustees will be well aware of Frances’s enormous contribution
to volunteer programmes and recruitment.
Overall the Museum, which is “big business” in charity terms, has a well established programme, a new curator of real ability, activities that bring considerable sums into Trust accounts and a volunteer team of tried and tested quality and loyalty. The retiring convenor
would like to express personal thanks to all for their support and commitment.
Sam Taylor
Museum Convener

PROGRAMME REPORT
All members of the public are welcome to attend a re-dedication ceremony at the Martyrs’
Monument on the Bow Butts to mark the completion of the conservation and restoration
works. This will take place on Wednesday 22 May 2013, commencing at 4.15pm. The project has been managed under the St Andrews Partnership with the Preservation Trust contributing a leading role.
We still hope to arrange a tour inside the Hamilton Grand apartments when the refurbishment
is finished, likely to be in July. The management of the Old Course Hotel, Golf Resort & Spa
remain keen for us to visit but they are unable yet to confirm a date when the interior work
will be completed. We plan to issue an invitation to attend with the July newsletter. How-
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ever, if you live outside St Andrews, and you think you might be interested in coming, please
notify Janette in the Trust Office [by email at trust@standrewspreservationtrust.org.uk or telephone (01334) 477 152] to register your name in case we are asked to make arrangements at
short notice. If you are resident within the town limits we will, if necessary, organise a special delivery enclosing an invitation if this is prior to the next newsletter.
Also in July, the annual Summer Reception will be held in the garden of the Trust Museum (a
repeat of last year’s sunny warmth permitting … or indoors, if not) on Friday, 26th July at
6.30pm - please note a return to the end of the week after last year’s clash with London’s
sports’ jamboree.
Later in the season the Golf and Putting Competitions are on Monday 26th and Wednesday
28th August, respectively. Details of how to apply for both will be publicised in the next
newsletter.
Simon Kidd
Programme Convener

NEWSLETTER NOTES
Legacies: New facilities at the museum are going to become feasible because of a generous
legacy. Trustees are keen to encourage legacies, which are exempt from inheritance tax, from
members. If you would like more information please let our administrator, Janette Gillespie,
know – 01334 477152
The Botanic Gardens: An informative meeting was held between Trustees and Robin Waterston and Henry Paul, from the Friends of the Botanic Gardens, to discuss how the Trust
could assist in efforts to retain the gardens as a major attraction in the town.
Annual Quiz winners: The ninth running of the quiz again saw a team (Nae Chance) led by
Cllr Keith McCartney win for the eighth time. A record profit was made for trust funds.
1 Greyfriars Garden: The owner has rejected the latest offer for the Garden from the Trust.
Kenly Green Wind Turbines: After lengthy discussion the Board of Trustees agreed to donate up to £2,000 to the local campaign group opposing University plans to site wind turbines
at Kenly Green.
StAnza: The exhibitions in the museum which were part of the annual poetry festival were
highly successful with both attendance and takings above average for the event.
The Strategic Review of the Trust and its operation undertaken by a Group headed by Trustee, Roy Chapman has been completed and will be thoroughly discussed over the next few
months.
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The New Income Group is recommending ways and means of increasing Trust income.
World Heritage Site: Another Group is to be set up to consider the possibility of the Trust
promoting St Andrews again as a candidate for World Heritage status.
Byre Theatre: In line with many other local, national and international bodies, the Trustees
expressed regret and grave concern at the closure of the Byre Theatre.
Derek Barrie, Editor

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Friday 19th April - pm

Meet Famous St Andrews People from History
Walking tour of city centre followed by supper at All Saints’ Church Hall
ALL SAINTS’ CHURCH HALL (Tickets: £12.00 per person)
Thursday 16th May - 7 pm

Annual General Meeting
TOWN HALL, QUEEN’S GARDENS
Wednesday 22nd May - 4.15 pm

Martyrs’ Monument Re-dedication Ceremony
BOW BUTTS, THE SCORES (Attendance Free)
Saturday 25th May to Sunday 29th September - 2 pm to 5 pm daily

Summer Exhibition - “Cynicus - The story of Martin Anderson”
TRUST MUSEUM, 12 NORTH STREET (Admission Free)
Sunday 30th June - 11 am to 5 pm

Hidden Gardens Day
An opportunity to visit rarely seen gardens of St Andrews
(Admission Charge: Adults £6; Children Free)
July

Tour of Hamilton Grand
GOLF PLACE - Details to be confirmed
Friday 26th July - 6.30 pm

Members’ Summer Reception
TRUST MUSEUM, 12 NORTH STREET
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Monday 26 August, and Wednesday 28 August
Members’ Golf Championship (Monday) STRATHTYRUM COURSE

Members’ Putting Competition (Wednesday)
‘HIMALAYAS’ PUTTING GREEN
5pm ‘shot-gun’ start (meet at 4.45pm prompt)
Thursday 19th September

Pride of Place Awards
PARLIAMENT HALL, SOUTH STREET
Attendance by invitation

CONVENERS 2012/2013
Chairman

Mr D.G. Wynd
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Mr A.W. Johnson
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